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President’s corner: “Change
begins with a question”
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At the 2019 National Council of Teachers of English workshop
“Radical Listening: Taking an Inquiry Stance in the Reading
and Writing Workshop,” Dan Feigelson and Cornelius Minor
discussed how inquiry is essential in a democracy. To prepare
our students to be responsible citizens, we need to build the kind
of inquiry stance necessary to deal with the complex problems of
the 21st century world.
Cornelius Minor said something that stuck with me: “Change
begins with a question” (2019). This recalls George Bernard
Shaw, famously paraphrased by Edward Kennedy in reference
to his brother Robert, “Some men see things as they are and
ask why. Others dream things that never were and ask why not”
(1968). Change begins with the dreamers and the questioners.
Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech questioned
the structure of American society and offered a vision where
children “will one day live in a nation where they will not be
judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their
character” (1963). Without the dream, without the question,
there is no progress.
Indeed, Kylene Beers and Bob Probst in Reading Nonfiction:
Notice & Note Stances, Signposts and Strategies argue a
questioning stance in teaching and learning is needed to
promote democratic citizenship. They state, “When we
use lecture and explanation as the primary way of sharing
information, we imply someone else knows, and all students
have to do is listen. This disenfranchises them and leaves them
vulnerable” (2016, p. 32). Like Minor, Beers and Probst advocate
that we begin our understanding by questioning.
However, the primary focus in many American classrooms
seems to be answering multiple choice questions on standardized
tests. The era of high-stakes testing shifts the focus away from
students developing their own questions to answering those
others posed by bubbling A, B, C, or D. While we want our
students to be successful on such tasks, we cannot forget the
importance of a dialogic classroom. Good test-takers are not
necessarily prepared for the project-based needs of 21st century
careers, where asking questions often begins and sustains the
work. But moreover, the survival of democracy, along with the
protection and advancement of liberty, depends on a questioning
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stance. History has proved that those in power do not hesitate
to exploit an unquestioning public. And the journey towards
greater freedom, equality, and justice depends on those who
question.
“Change begins with a question.” Cornelius Minor’s words
are a reminder that unless we support students asking questions
in our classrooms, we are not preparing them to ask questions
in the world. And that limited approach disempowers the
next generation from making positive change. Rather, let us—
through dialogic classrooms—further the growth of questioners,
dreamers, and changemakers.
stephenjoelwinton@gmail.com
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NCTE highlight: Teachers as researchers
By Kelly E. Tumy, Past-President
I had the opportunity
to sit in probably the most
empowering National Council
of Teachers of English
(NCTE) session this year
in Baltimore. This session
featured three teachers who
took charge of their learningnot because their district
did not provide anything,
but because they wanted
more from professional
development, and they
wanted to direct their own
learning.
I was quickly reminded of what our new standards say about student choice in both
reading and writing: students must be given the opportunity to choose genres they want
to write, and they must be given choice for independent reading materials. What if we, as
teachers, had choice to design our own professional learning and went after that learning
with the drive and ambition that this group of teachers did?
We examined attributes of a teacher versus a teacher researcher. Many teachers ask
questions about teaching and learning; a teacher researcher intentionally asks questions
about teaching and learning with an end goal in mind. A teacher at any point in the year
can feel isolated and even overwhelmed at the thought of completing everything asked
of him/her on any given day. Teacher researchers benefit from ongoing support and
collaboration of a critical friends group.
This session truly came alive for me as we practiced being critical friends. We
wrote down a few of the obstacles in our jobs that were taxing us—problems/struggles
for which we simply couldn’t construct a solution. We wrote those down, and then
we circulated the room—writing advice, adding more questions to consider, offered
alternatives, sympathized—we interacted with each other simply through writing. It
made me think about the number of times we spend trying to solve everything ourselves
as teachers. We don’t want to look inept, ill-prepared. Teachers think we are supposed
to have all the answers. But through collaboration, I gained new insight to a problem I
had been mulling over for the better part of a year. How? Through choosing to attend a
session by real teachers, real practitioners of the craft of teaching. I will be a far better
teacher because I chose this session and more so because these teachers shared their
work willingly.
These teachers love learning. I mean it—they really love learning. They chose a topic
they wanted to learn more about, actively sought sources and research over that topic,
came together with a group of dedicated and like-minded professionals, and shared
their findings. They grew each other. In turn, they sharpened their craft, honed their
communication skills and emerged a stronger, more cohesive teaching unit.
Take your time at NCTE, if you are lucky enough to attend, to choose sessions that
are not only conducted by teachers who are currently in their field and are still teaching.
Attend sessions that speak to your needs, not just your classroom’s and students’ needs.
You will be a better teacher for it in the long run.
kellytumy@gmail.com
Reference:
Donnelley, S. Maurer, M. Re, J. (November, 2019). Taking charge of your PD through
teacher research. Concurrent session at the National Council of Teachers of English
yearly conference, Baltimore, MD.
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Financial update
By Margaret Hale, Editor, Executive Secretary
As we enter 2020, TCTELA is in sound shape financially.
We shared this information at the Annual Business Meeting
during the January 2020 conference, but are providing it here for
members who were unable to attend.
TCTELA’s total income in 2019 amounted to almost $329,224
and came from membership dues, administrative income,
publication income, conference, and professional development
income. TCTELA’s expenses for 2019 totaled $311,703 and
include administrative, publication, conference, and professional
development expenses.
The TCTELA board has set a goal to work to maintain the
equivalent of 1½ year’s operating expenses in reserves. To date we
have one year in reserves.
TCTELA by the numbers: English in Texas, TCTELA’s peer-

reviewed journal has a circulation of 1100 readers. TCTELA has
1000 members throughout Texas. The annual conference brings in
90% of the organization’s income.
Most importantly, TCTELA uses that income to invest in YOU,
our members. In 2019, we invested:
• 100% of membership dues into PD2Teach to create videos in
support of members when you return to the classroom;
• 60% of the budget into conference design to bring members
national speakers and an opportunity for you to share your
craft and network without leaving Texas.
We are here for you, the members. Please reach out if you have
questions.
grithale@aol.com

A call to action
By Doug Frank, Texas Voices Editor
At our January conference during the Friday luncheon, Laurie
Halse Anderson posed the question, “What are you reading?”
Instead of asking how someone is doing, why not ask them what
they are reading? A valid point—one that I have been trying to
bring into conversations with my colleagues. The more we talk
about books, the more we create a culture of readers.
But what if we take it a step further? Why stop at reading?
“What are you writing?” “Are you writing?” Or even better, “How
is your writing life?” It takes much more to be writers: intention,
perseverance, vulnerability. In my years as an educator, I have
asked students for those qualities. Writing was produced out
of compliance, a necessity to earn a particular grade. Writing
assigned to a class average, GPA, class rank, or preparation for
some high stakes test is not writing that brews from the heart.
This is writing intended for survival through our school system.
Which has us return to the question:
How is your writing life?
I need to be intentional, and this thought resonated with me
when I had the pleasure to hear from Rebekah O’Dell at our
conference and her call for everyone in the room to be writers.
The only way to be an instructor and advocate for writing is to be
one yourself. Not only that, but she provided concrete approaches
to how we can work writing into our lives.
Do not wait for the time, make the time. This is nothing
revolutionary that I am sharing, but maybe I am not the only one
who needs this reminder. How’s my writing life? Reinvigorated.
As the Newsletter Editor of Texas Voices, I have the pleasure
of recognizing all the brilliant minds on this board. I become
quite familiar with their articles as I read, re-read, and edit their
articles. I met most of them the first time in person at our January
conference, but I felt that I already knew them because they
shared themselves through their writing. I feel inspired by their

continued dedication to their craft, and I look forward to the
opportunity to see what new ideas they share.
However, Texas Voices should not only be for board members.
What else I know and was reaffirmed at TCTELA is all the
brilliant minds that are in our fields, educators who are passionate
about literacy for their students. We want to make writers out of
our students and guide them to finding their voice. The question
to the educators of Texas: Have you found your voice?
There are three more opportunities this year to submit an article
for the newsletter: summer, fall, and winter. In this issue we are
exploring the writer’s life. In the future we will explore the social
emotional needs of our students, their digital lives, as well as other
topics. But please do not limit yourself to those topics. If you wish
to submit, please visit our TCTELA website for more information.
Find the time to write. Find the time to find who you are as a
writer. I know for many, the quote that Rebekah O’Dell shared
from Sandra Cisneros, “I write because our world is a house
on fire, and the people we love are burning” cemented the call.
Where is that house? Where are the people who need you? If
you’re like me, I am still finding that cause, but writing is the
perfect exploration for these questions. Join me on the journey.
I wish everyone the best of luck, and I look forward to reading
what you have to write.
douglaspfrank@gmail.com
Reference:
O’Dell, Rebekah (January, 2020). You have a story to tell:
Empowering teacher-writers toward vision & voice. Session at
Texas Council of Teachers of English Language Arts yearly
conference. Frisco, TX
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Calling all leaders
By Roni Dean-Burren, Ph.D., Vice-President of Membership & Affiliates
Leadership is a tricky thing. On the one hand, we are told that
leaders are born. We are somehow made to believe that there is an
innate leadership gene that some of us are born with, while others
simply don’t have it. On the other hand, we are told that leaders
are made. Some mysterious hand is out there picking people and
“making” them leaders. I doubt either of these is fully true or
untrue. More than anything, I believe leaders, whether born or
made, rise.
As a new TCTELA year begins, I’m reminded of how
important leadership is. I think about the sacrifices other leaders
made to make this organization what it is today. I don’t take it
lightly that people have given their time and talent for the good
of the teaching profession. With that in mind, I often think of
the mantle of leadership and how it can be passed on from one
person to the next.
TCTELA’s Rising Leader Program is designed to pass the
mantle of leadership on from one group of people to another.
Being a rising leader means direct contact with board members,
and getting the opportunity to participate in a program designed
to prepare you for leadership within TCTELA—and beyond.

If you think you were born a leader, or you need to be made
into one, I encourage you to rise to the occasion and apply to the
Rising Leader Program: bit.ly/TCTELARisingLeaderApp
drroni@ronideanburren.com

Workshopping vocabulary instruction
By Josh Cooper, Recording Secretary
One of my favorite times of every school year is in January
when we get to hold our annual conference for all of our
members. For the past six years, I’ve enjoyed the conference as an
attendee or as a board member, and it always reignites my fire and
passion to press forward with the important work of helping our
students grow into the readers, writers, and thinkers that we know
they can be.
Each conference has its own unique style and feel, and this year
was no different. The theme of this year’s conference was Vision
and Voice, and many of the presenters and keynote speakers
encompassed this idea.
And, I have to admit, I was lucky enough to attend the session
of one of my personal
favorite educators:
Rebekah O’Dell.
Rebekah O’Dell
shared with us
something she has
been pondering over
the past year as she
tackled the problem of
vocabulary instruction
and how to incorporate
it into our ELA
classrooms without it
being so isolated.
This is no easy
task. We all have the

experience of being crunched for time with everything we have to
fit into a 50-minute class period with 30 plus students to support.
Vocabulary. Grammar. Listening and speaking skills. These often
get placed on the back-burner in favor of the reading and writing
instruction we know that we must include.
Rebekah provided a way to make vocabulary instruction an
extension of a writing workshop by asking students to produce a
piece of writing based on their word study. Enter the field guide.
She noticed that the ways in which we acquire language on a
deep level can all be content on a page in a language field guide.
She laid out a five day plan for using field guides as mentor texts
to practice learning about words and producing a piece of writing
that lives in the real world.
What’s beautiful about this is that it marries writing instruction
with vocabulary study in a way that requires students to use
reading skills such as analyzing author’s craft and studying word
parts to determine meaning with writing skills that we see paired
with informational texts.
Rebekah provided a new vision for what vocabulary instruction
can be in our classrooms, and I can’t wait to share this with my
colleagues and let students start crafting new pieces of writing
around unfamiliar words.
jscooper@conroeisd.net
Reference:
Rebekah O’Dell, personal communication, January 24th, 2020.
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Big magic: rediscovering creativity and letting go of control
By Abby Rayburn, Digital Coordinator
“I don’t have anything to write.”
“I don’t know where to start.”
“I don’t want to.”
These might be some of the things we hear as teachers as that
clock ticks by and the empty papers sit stagnant. We stand there
frustrated, wondering why the students will not just write. But
have you ever put yourself in the same spot; you sit down with an
open journal and a pen and nothing comes out?
When do you feel inspired? When do you get the urge to write?
More than likely it is when you have a reason. A feeling deep
inside that you need to get the words out; they are dancing on
your fingertips waiting to be expressed. And then sometimes,
nothing. There is nothing on your fingertips but the last of that
bag of Cheetos, and you are at a loss. This is what writing is
like. This is the REAL
writing process.
Vulnerability and
failure are a significant
part of this process,
and if we can get to this
point, then we are ready
to teach writing.
We would all like to
think that our greatest
work will just come
flowing out when our
fingers grab the pen
or hit the keyboard,
but that is just not the
case. This concept of
eudaimonia, defined by
author Elizabeth Gilbert
in her book Big Magic
as the “exhilarating
encounter between a
human being and divine
creative inspiration,”
is fleeting (Gilbert,
2015, p. 72). We cannot
channel it, we cannot
schedule it, and we
cannot expect it. We can only celebrate it and take advantage of it
when it comes. This is the part we cannot control, whether or not
our genius decides to show up. The catch? We won’t know until
we start putting words down.
The vulnerability that it takes to show up to a blank piece of
paper is nothing short of terrifying. This is one of the reasons
why many times our students just do not do it. If we can model
anything for them, it is this kind of willingness to put ourselves
out there to see if inspiration will come...or not. Gilbert says of
her creative process that she writes whether she feels the juices
flowing or not, because “that is what you must do to live a fully
creative life” (2015, p. 75). If we are teaching students not just
the writing process, but that writing IS a process, then the fear

may subside a little. It becomes something we partake in, not
something we do to prove ourselves or achieve perfection, but for
the sake of engagement itself. “Whether I am touched by grace or
not, I thank creativity for allowing me to engage with it at all,” says
Gilbert (2015, p. 75).
It is not in the result of our writing that we find the benefits;
therefore, the idea of perfection itself is irrelevant here. It is in
the act of writing, the use of language, and the conveyance of
ideas that we are rewarded. If this is true, then why do we put
so much emphasis on finishing? Because it is something we can
control; there is a grade at the end and a sense of moving on that
gives us reason and purpose. At what cost, I wonder? Even when
looking at our standards, the “writing process” is fleshed out to be
so much more than publishing. Author’s purpose and craft have
taken on their own
missions in a strand
that focuses on making
language come to life.
If writing is playing
with language, then
that is exactly what we
should be showing our
students how to do.
Gilbert discusses this
idea of perfection and
control in Big Magic
saying, “My entire
life has been shaped
by an early decision
to reject the cult of
artistic martyrdom,
and instead to place
my trust in the crazy
notion that my work
loves me as much as I
love it, that it wants to
play with me as much
as I want to play with
it, and that this source
of love and play is
boundless” (2015, p.
218). Now imagine that kind of joy and playfulness as the context
of your writing and of writing in your classroom. The requirement
for this to become a reality is the release of control and the
embracing of an unknown outcome.
The biggest gift we can give ourselves and our students as writers is
the gift of grace- the permission to be vulnerable and imperfect,
and the time to do it in. One day, if we give ourselves the chance,
when the inspiration comes, we might create Big Magic.
abby.rayburn@gmail.com
Reference:
Gilbert, Elizabeth (2015). Big magic. New York, NY: Penguin.
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Be bold, be brave, be the writer your students need
By Charles Moore, VP-Elect, TCTELA
Like many literacy teachers, I share my writing with the kids
as often as possible. I love crafting pieces that allow me to invite
the students into my process and allow them to see a side of
me that might help them see a new side of themselves. While I
can’t say enough about the rewards of sharing our writing with
our students, I know it can be stressful, and it requires a level of
vulnerability that frightens even the most confident writers.
Most recently, I stressed and stressed about sharing some
writing with my AP students. These kids are some of the most
talented writers I’ve ever taught, and some of the harshest
critics to which I’ve ever opened my writing. At that moment,
a feeling of nervousness, the anxiety of vulnerability crept
over me. I froze, terrified and panic stricken. My palms were
sweating, and my heart pounded against my ribs. Somehow, I
found the courage from somewhere (probably the voice of my
instructional coach echoing in my head), and I hit the button
to switch on my document camera, gently sliding my rhetorical
analysis essay into view.
Instead of turning to the board to see my essay in all its glory,
I looked to the kids, irrationally fearing the jeers and rebukes
of their criticism. Instead of the embarrassment and regret that
I anticipated feeling, I saw their jaws literally drop as they read
through my essay, scanning every line, leaping from sentence
to sentence. Their silence spoke volumes as they kept reading,
noticing the arguments I articulated and the moves we’d explored
depicted in the wilds of writing workshop instruction.
Later, as I conferred with writers over their essays, they
repeatedly told me the most clarity came from my writing. They
saw the moves we’d learned about and practiced right before their
eyes. We looked at mentor after mentor, but having the actual
author of the mentor text in the room sparked the connection
they needed most. Listening to the writer walk them through the
writing process was invaluable, and they will never again let me
slip back behind the writing teacher curtain, commanding they
make their writing better without strengthening our connection
to each other.
I know I’m not alone and that many teachers write beside
their students. Writing with the kids tells us so much about their
needs, initiating crucial conversations, building community,
guiding instruction. When we work through our plan of attack
for a writing task, we gain insight into where the students might
struggle allowing us to prepare for the places that they might need
support. Inviting the students to join you in this writing walk
helps them identify with you so that they might see themselves in
your mirror.

Find us on Facebook
TCTELA - Texas Council of Teachers of English
Language Arts

More than gaining insight into the mechanics of a writing task,
we allow ourselves to feel what they feel when we nudge them into
a writing task, and we identify with the emotions they experience.
The anxiety they feel when facing a timed write, for instance; I
feel it too. They must learn to push through the anxiety and the
self-doubt. They must learn to silence the doubt that creeps into
the periphery of a writer’s consciousness. As soon as I think I’ve
learned those lessons, I write with the kids and am reminded
again how hard writing can be.
Oftentimes I struggle to tackle a writing task, but I know
the writers in my classroom need me to be there for them, and
they need evidence to support the claim that we are in this walk
together, growing, learning, polishing and shaping the lens
through which we see the world. That lens that helps us focus on
the beauty and the ugliness, and it invites us to sit uncomfortably
in that place where we can’t figure out the difference.
At the 2020 conference, Rebekah O’Dell challenged us to write
so that we could share our vision with the rest of the world. If
that task seems too tall, start with sharing your vision with your
students. Your writing will enlighten them. Even more than
enlightening, writing is liberating. Writing is freedom.
After all, it sure is fun when you find your writing fastball, and
then teach the kids how to throw one too.
mooreliteracy1@gmail.com

Follow TCTELA
on Twitter: @tctela
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Don’t call on me: imposter syndrome in literacy leadership
By Caty Dearing, Teacher Development Chair
We have all had the nightmare—you know the one. The one
that gets your palms sweating, heart pounding, pulse racing. The
one that never seems to fade, finding its way back to you just
when you think the nightmare is over. Not a monster under the
bed, or a spooky noise coming from the basement. Not even the
one where you realize that you’ve been teaching all day naked.
This nightmare is real—the sudden, crippling feeling that we are
not smart/articulate/talented enough, that we are frauds, and
that, at any second, everyone around us will realize it. My biggest
recurring nightmare: imposter syndrome.

The term imposter syndrome originated in the 1970s when
psychologists at Georgia State University observed high-achieving
people possessing a secret sense that they can’t live up to the
expectations of others (Sherman, 2013, p. 58). According to
their original study, two of the most likely sufferers of imposter
syndrome include first-generation professionals and persons
for whom success came quickly. I’ll be honest; both of these
descriptors hit home for me. Unlike many literacy leaders I
know, I went straight from the classroom into a regional literacy
role, skipping several steps many might see as necessary for my
position. I spent the first year in constant fear of people somehow
discovering that I wasn’t qualified for my role, fear of my boss
suggesting that I go back to the classroom where I belong.
However, as I reflect on this sensation, I realize that it’s not the
first time I’ve fallen victim to imposter syndrome. As an educator,
imposter syndrome has always lurked just around the corner,
flaring up those insecurities at various turns.
Take a first year teacher where your own classroom feels
somewhat like alternating between getting sprayed by a fire
hose, barely drying off, then getting hit all over again. Yet
the expectation from students, parents, and other educators
is that you are highly qualified and prepared to dive into the
work with excellence. By the time a new teacher begins to feel
more comfortable, the wheels of change begin to turn. New
administrators, new TEKS, new curriculum, new initiatives...
all perpetually sending teachers back to noviceness, back to the
insecurity of feeling like their hard work should be producing
perfect (or at least better) results. For many educators, imposter
syndrome is the term that defines multiple stages of our career.
Now, in 2020, with endless platforms from which to communicate
in conjunction with the edu-celebrity phenomenon on social

media, it can be very easy to fall into familiar silence, accepting
that people who are better, smarter, more talented than you
will share great ideas, thus making your contribution to the
conversation null and void.
I often fight these demons. I read insightful words from
published authors, hear dynamic messages from keynote speakers,
dying to add my voice to the conversation while overpowered by
the whispers of the imposter demon: Who are you? No one knows
your name. What can you offer to this topic? Better go back to the
sandbox and leave it to the big kids.
At the TCTELA 2020 Conference this year, I sat in the front
row of Rebekah O’Dell’s session, eager to add to my knowledge
of writing instruction. Instead, her title slide began to stir
something inside my teacher-writer heart: “YOU HAVE A
STORY TO TELL.” I furiously scribbled note after note, listening
to Rebekah encourage the educators in the room to share their
stories and ideas, not because someone “important” gave them
permission, but because their voices and experiences are valuable
and important. Those familiar whispers inside me began to be
overshadowed by a new voice, an empowered voice—MY voice.
I walked away from her session with purpose, inspired to tackle
my keyboard with consistency, recognizing that regardless of
how many Twitter followers or blog posts I have/don’t have, my
voice matters.
Imposter syndrome is just that: a feeling, a perception—not
the truth. I encourage those of you who, like me, struggle with
feeling inadequate in this work, to put pen to paper and begin to

explore just one idea. If your experience is anything like mine,
that one idea will blossom into a notebook of scribbles, visible
proof to yourself that you do indeed have valuable things to say. I
invite you to join me in a year of writing exploratio—let’s see how
impactful our voices can be.
catydear@gmail.com
Reference:
Sherman, R. O. (2013). Imposter syndrome: When you feel like
you’re faking it. American Nurse Today, 8(5), 57-58.
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Bringing audience and author’s purpose to lesson planning
By Amanda Palmer, President-Elect
The term “lesson plan” when used
among teachers generally denotes two
very different ideas: the information
electronically entered to satisfy an
administrator or a planner with scribbles
and sticky notes attached that detail what
is actually happening in the classroom.
One is compliance; the other is survival.
This reality is pervasive even though
many districts employ planned learning
communities designed to work through these challenges and
create authentic planning environments. Jim Burke, author of
The 6 Academic Assignments: Designing the User’s Journey (2019),
argued in his session at this year’s TCTELA Annual Conference
that inauthentic lesson plans are the result of writing to the
wrong audience.
Lesson plans should be written with an audience in mind:
students. Lessons plans are not meant to guide administrators;
they are meant to guide the learners. The lesson plan suddenly has
deeper purpose, and its necessity makes sense with this shift in
thinking. The lesson plans themselves increase in value making it
easier to spend the needed time articulating the right craft moves
for the intended message.
Audience should be the first consideration of every writer. It is a
key component of the rhetorical triangle. Yet, as our young writers
often demonstrate, it is easy to forget. Writing to the wrong
audience is guaranteed to derail a message. Making the small
shift in thinking from seeing an administrator as the lesson plan’s
audience—or not envisioning an audience at all—to focusing on
the end user gives the task new meaning and relevance. Burke
shared that he writes his lesson plans with his students as the
intended audience. He noted that he focuses on no more than
three instructional moves because that is all his audience can
manage effectively in a single class.
Shifting the audience in the lesson plans also brings added
clarity to assignments.While a new audience for lesson plans
may be novel, the students have always been the audience for
classroom assignments. However, the assignments often do not
reflect this. By maintaining a top down focus
on the learner, the instructor becomes better
equipped to craft these assignments with the
student in mind. A classroom assignment is
essentially informational how-to writing. As
the quintessential PB&J how-to writing exercise
proves, it is much more difficult than it seems.
To be effective, the writing in these tasks must
be clear, concise and welcome the learner to try
something new, something difficult, something
outside of the individual’s comfort zone.
To make his point, Burke invited participants
to study a Blue Apron recipe. Blue Apron is one
of the many companies capitalizing on busy
families who want to cook fresh, interesting
meals but do not have the time to shop for
ingredients and clip recipes. Blue Apron
delivers the ingredients and recipe right to the

family’s doorstep. The recipe is thorough; there is no guessing.
Information is provided in steps that include bullets to check off
as completed. Photos of the steps are provided in addition to the
written instructions. All necessary ingredients are clearly labeled
and provided. Finally, a detailed nutritional facts sheet identifies
exactly what the body will gain from the meal. What if classroom
assignments were crafted in a similar manner?
Students would have a multimodal demonstration of the
assignments needs and expectations, and they would be doing
the work to learn the skills rather than working to understand the
expectations. Attention to details would increase with learners
checking off the completed tasks. Teachers would have an easier time
redirecting learners with explicit products and processes to reference.
Students would complete assignments with an understanding of what
they have learned rather than focusing on the grade.
According to Burke, the guiding question for building these
lessons and writing assignments becomes, “How do we want them
to read, discuss, and think on this academic writing activity?” The
connection between this guiding question and the 2017 TEKS
where all learners are asked to read, write, speak, listen, and think
critically for every standard is obvious. Perhaps the secret to
planning for the integration of these skills begins with consciously
shifting the audience of our lesson plans and assignments.
Amandakpalmer13@gmail.com
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Creating text sets that engage
By Kelly E. Tumy, Past-President
I found myself woefully undereducated about what befalls
African American students once they left my classroom each
day in the late 1990s. I knew I was presenting one narrative in
my classroom, so I strove to be a reader of more diverse texts,
long before there was a hashtag to follow on social media, long
before social media! This probably came about because I worked
in an urban school that was incredibly diverse, and I saw a need
then to put more books in front of kids that were mirrors of their
experiences, not just windows to other cultures. I knew I needed
to hear more of this voice.
As I moved into the professional development side of
education in 2016, I was surprised how many teachers did not
even know how many diverse books were available to them. I
think teachers can get comfortable with one narrative, and that
could be the narrative of what is on their shelves and what they
have read. I think there is a need to share titles as often as we can
that showcase experiences other than the norm, other than those
of a dominant culture.
To that end, I picked up the book Ghost Boys by Jewell Parker
Rhodes. This is the story of a young African American boy who
is shot by a white police officer. His ghost appears to the white
police officer’s
daughter for the
rest of the narrative
as they both work
out the problems of
this tense social and
racial issue. Parker
Rhodes’ intricacies
of language and deft
addition of historical
features made this,
for me, one of the
best books I’ve read
in a very long time.
It also allowed me
to see—really see
the struggle from
both sides of this
catastrophic event.
I thought I would
keep reading this
narrative, this
storyline, so I picked
up Sing, Unburied
Sing. This fictional
account of a family struggling through the effects of drug
addiction, interracial relationships, and generational struggles
was perhaps the most beautifully written yet gut-wrenching story
I’ve read. Ward’s language keeps the reader turning pages, and
her introduction of magical realism at the end were not only some
of the finest pages I’ve read in my career, they were also some of
the most thought-provoking. Definitely a window for me to peek
into a world I knew nothing about.

What followed these two was perhaps a book I knew I
needed to read but held off reading. The Nickel Boys by Colson
Whitehead had been out for two years by the time I read it. And
I believe we read books like this at just the time we need them.

I had been on this rollercoaster of reading experiences through
the first two books in my text set; I guess I didn’t realize that I
had saved the biggest coaster for last. Based on the true stories of
the abhorrent treatment of black and white boys in the state run
homes from Florida in the 1940s to the 1960s, this is the fictional
account of boys who were incarcerated for—many times—simply
being the wrong color in the wrong place at any point in time in
the south. The atrocities that befall these boys are staggering, but
again, the writer surprised me not only with how the narrative
shifted at the end, but also of the resilience found in even the
worst circumstances.
Without knowing what I was doing—or how my reading would
affect my writing—I had created a text set. I read three similar
yet widely different books; each held a narrative I needed to hear,
and I made connections among them. Now I get to share them
with teachers every chance I get. This is how we use our teacher
vision to read past our comfort zones, to raise our voice and share
these stories so that a more literate Texas student sees him/herself
in each piece of literature we share in or classrooms. Creating a
meaningful text set can be just that straightforward as we raise
the literacy volume across Texas.
kellytumy@gmail.com
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No excuses! It’s time for you to write for English in Texas!
By Vickey M. Giles, Editor, English in Texas

• What are your problems of practice? Write about them.
• What’s been bothering you recently? Write about that.
• What are the pebbles in your teacher shoes?
So now I’m urging you to consider these two writing excuses
that Rebecca O’Dell took away from me. Let her words take those
excuses away from you.
Schedule time to write a column or an article for English in
Texas, the TCTELA state journal. Calls for the Spring/Summer
2020 issue are online, as are the submission guidelines. The
deadline is April 1 for manuscripts, while the deadline for
columns is April 15.
If you still have questions after reading the calls, email the
journal editors at EnglishinTX@hbu.edu.

ENGLISH IN TEXAS • A JOURNAL OF THE TEXAS COUNCIL OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS • 2019 • VOLUME 49.2

When do I have time to write? What could I write about?
Rebekah O’Dell addressed these questions in her session on
writing at TCTELA 20. What she said really hit home with me
because I have been saying that I am going to write more…during
spring break...in the summer…after I retire…you name it, I’ve
said it. Ms. O’Dell reminded us that we make time for what is
really important to us. That means scheduling time for writing.
Rebecca showed us how she has scheduled times for writing into
her calendar. I knew she was right.
The prolific writer, who is also a teacher, wife, mother, and
blogger, then finished stepping on my toes when she suggested
things we could write about, because, of course, that is my next
excuse—what do I have to write about? She said:
• Write what you don’t know.
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from the blogosphere...
Fill your tank with loads of instructional ideas at:
https://movingwriters.org

http://twowritingteachers.org
https://www.weareteachers.com
https://pernillesripp.com
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com
https://blog.heinemann.com
https://readingbyexample.com
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Review the submission guidelines at https://www.tctela.org/english_in_texas.
English in Texas, Vol. 50.1 (Spring/Summer 2020)
Theme: Vision and Voice: Raising the Literacy Volume in Texas
Manuscript Deadline: April 1, 2020
Column Deadline: Deadline: May 1, 2020
Call for Submissions:
The 2020 conference theme is “Vision and Voice: Raising the Literacy Volume in Texas.” Many professionals have
spoken of the need for a voice to lead us forward in the teaching profession. Don Graves served as one of those voices,
but we lost him in 2010. Tom Newkirk, at a 2013 NCTE breakfast, called for voices to carry Graves’ wisdom forward.
In this issue of English in Texas, we want readers to see pieces that do just that: that create a Texas voice, a Texas
vision, and carve a new path in teaching. We want you to show the state how our very best can change the world for
the better. We know that Texas teachers are creative and innovative every day in every class, and we’d like you to
submit manuscripts that let readers see you, hear you, and learn from you.
Think about how you see classrooms changing. How do we engage students with integrated standards and teach
them to absorb a variety of texts? With new standards comes much responsibility to teach them well. How is your
classroom changing to fit the new landscape of integration and fluency in reading, writing, listening, speaking, and
thinking? How will we teach students to THINK? Finally, what is your promise to yourself as an educator?
We encourage you to think about these questions, and we invite interested individuals to submit manuscripts,
conceptual, pedagogical, research-based, and theoretical, as related to this topic of “Vision and Voice: Raising the
Literacy Volume in Texas.” Please refer to the English in Texas website for manuscript submission guidelines. Do not
hesitate to contact the editorial team at EnglishinTX@hbu.edu should you have any questions.
Furthermore, we invite interested individuals to submit ideas for our Spring/Summer columns, “Putting It All Together”
and “The Tech-Savvy Teacher” as related to the theme of “Voice and Vision: Raising the Literacy Volume in Texas.” The
below descriptions detail each column as well as provide information for contacting the editorial team regarding your
column idea. Please query the editorial team BEFORE submitting your full column.
The columns to be published in this issue include:
Putting It All Together: This column focuses on opportunities teachers provide to integrate reading, writing, listening,
and speaking. What are some successes you’ve had in integrating reading, writing, listening, and speaking? What
resources have you consulted? How do your students respond to integrated lessons as opposed to isolated lessons?
To submit a column for publication consideration, please contact the editorial team at EnglishinTX@hbu.edu.
The Tech-Savvy Teacher: This column focuses on ways to incorporate technology into your daily teaching. What are
some technology tools you’ve found useful? How do these tools inform your instruction? How do students respond to
these tools? What is required to use these tools? To submit a column for publication consideration, please contact the
editorial team at EnglishinTX@hbu.edu.
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